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Android

Dublin, IRELAND & Paris, FRANCE – November 6, 2014 -- Radioline, a leading radio
aggregator in Europe, announces that Android developers will now be able to implement
Internet radio in all of their applications.
For the first time worldwide, this announcement from Radioline marks the very first radio
aggregator on the market that will allow Android developers to include radio as part of their
content.
“Radio listening on mobile devices is increasing at a very fast pace, and mobile users are
more and more demanding when it comes to content. It needs to be fast, and easily
accessible. Radioline’s new support of Android applications will significantly expand radio
listening to users around the globe“ said Geoffroy Robin, Radioline’s Managing Director and
Co-Founder.
Aggregating enriched content of over 35,000 news, talk, sports, musical radio stations &
podcasts from more than 130 countries, Radioline allows millions of users to find and listen
to their favorite radio stations & podcasts online based on personalized recommendations,
moods, and editorial selections.
Available in its next Android release in December, Radioline has already completed an
implementation with partner Gentle Alarm. “Internet radio has been requested by users
countless times over”, said Martin Hunke, creator of Gentle Alarm, a popular alarm
application for Android that will soon be updated in the Google Play Store to allow its users to
wake up every morning with their favorite radio show. ”Adding Radioline’s content to it will
be a huge improvement for those users expanding the pie of choices for them 10 fold.”
If you are an Android developer and want to include radio as part of your content, contact
Radioline at contact@radioline.co and visit www.radioline.co/4dev

----------------About Radioline
Radioline, a leading radio aggregator in Europe, allows radio listeners to find their favorites shows &
tracks in a catalogue of 35,000 radio and podcasts from more than 130 countries. The service is built
on a highly-scalable, socially interactive cloud-based technology platform and enables high-fidelity
content streaming, massive channel aggregation, intelligent recommendation, advanced management,
and universal access via any mobile device, online PC, connected TVs and in-car digital solutions.
For more information visit: http://www.radioline.co.
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/RadiolineApp
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/Radioline_App
iPhone: http://bit.ly/1aMUvdf
Android: http://bit.ly/1cXYfIh
iPad: http://bit.ly/1230ZxZ
Press contact for U.S. and Europe: press@radioline.co

	
  

